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The Jewish Virtual Library asserts that

“The US-Israel relationship is based on the twin pillars of shared values and shared
interests. Given this commonality of interests and beliefs, it should not be surprising
that support for Israel is one of the most pronounced and consistent foreign policy
values of the American people.”

That is, of course, the big lie among the many that constitute the tie that binds the two
countries together.

The back-up lies, regularly spouted in Congress, are that Israel is a democracy and an ally. It
is, of course neither, as it is a Jews-only apartheid regime that has no fixed borders and no
reciprocal security arrangements with the US. Israel and its promoters never tell the truth,
particularly  when they are conning the United States  government  into  providing more
money and more weapons, as has been occurring both openly and secretly over the past
eight months during the horrific ethnic cleansing of the Palestinians.

So how does it happen, particularly as Israel is manifestly evil in terms of its treatment of
the Palestinians as well reckless in its aggression directed against neighbors like Lebanon
and Syria. That it is not also bombing Egypt and Jordan is largely attributable to the billions
of dollars in aid that the US gives to those countries conditional on their maintaining a
wobbly modus vivendi with the aggressive and nuclear armed Zionists.

Given the wonderful comfort zone that Israel has established largely due to US protection in
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international bodies like the United Nations and the UN Security Council as well as vis-à-vis
the several international courts and humanitarian aid agencies, Israel has been regularly
attacking  and  otherwise  killing  its  neighbors  without  ever  being  held  accountable  for
anything. It is a pattern that is particularly visible now as the slaughter of Palestinians in
Gaza approaches the 50,000 mark, consisting mostly of women and children. The recent
outrageous assault on the Tal al Sultan neighborhood refugee camp near Rafah, which killed
at least 45 and included graphic photography of a burning child’s body without a head as
well as other still flaming and smoking corpses, was directed against homeless Gazans living
in tents who had previously been driven from their destroyed homes in the northern part of
the country. And to the eternal shame of Biden and company, the slaughter used US-made
and supplied weapons.

Add  to  the  carnage  the  famine  that  is  now threating  to  kill  tens  of  thousands  more
Palestinians due to the Israeli government and its extremist settlers blocking the entry of
food  supplies  and  the  scale  of  Israel’s  chosen  genocidal  actions  can  be  appreciated.
Netanyahu’s claim that the army only used small munitions in Rafah and was targeting two
Hamas officials hiding among the civilians was as usual a lie and the camp otherwise had no
significance as a military target. Israel has followed up on the attack with another bombing
run on nearby al-Mawasi the following night which killed more than twenty and the Jewish
state’s tanks are now penetrating deep into the city no doubt preceding an infantry assault
that  could  kill  tens  of  thousands  more.  One  senior  Israeli  government  official  is  now
predicting that the war will  continue until  the end of the year, another seven months,
success apparently being measured by arriving at a point when Hamas and all other hostile
Palestinians will be either killed or deported.

Following the Rafah slaughter, there no doubt occurred the mandatory phone call exchange
between a sneering Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and the grinning mental  giant
President Joe Biden, no doubt including Bibi’s expressing thanks for the American weaponry
reportedly used in the killing. It’s really great when you don’t even have to pay for the
weapons used to murder someone. To show his appreciation of the Israeli gratitude Biden no
doubt muttered a phrase engraved on his prefrontal lobes, i.e. “Israel has a right to defend
itself!”  The  transnational  interaction  presumably  also  produced  the  typical  flatulence  that
emerges from the White House propaganda machine. Biden, in a bid to make it look like he
was actually pressuring Israel to reduce civilian casualties, had previously warned that a full-
scale invasion of Rafah would be hard to support and would be considered a “red line” issue,
but it was a political stunt that he never intended to carry out apart from one delayed arrival
of a shipment of the super heavy 2000 pound bombs. Many Americans, indeed a majority,
are rightly deeply upset about the support of the US military and government for Israel’s
latest  war  and  an  addled  Biden  is  now  counting  votes  while  pretending  to  have
humanitarian concerns.

Even so, the White House did not go so far as to blame the Israelis for their overreach. At a
press  conference,  Biden’s  National  Security  communications  officer  John  Kirby,  who
reportedly was an Admiral once upon a time, possibly on the Good Ship Lollypop, articulated
how

“You’ve all seen the images, they’re heartbreaking, they’re horrific. There should be no
innocent life lost here as a result of this conflict. Israel, of course, has a right to go after
Hamas… As a result of this strike on Sunday, I have no policy changes to speak to. It
just happened. The Israelis are going to investigate it. We’re going to be taking great
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interest in what they find in that investigation.”

Image: Rachel Corrie was an American member of the International Solidarity Movement (ISM). She was
crushed to death in the Gaza Strip by an Israel Defense Forces (IDF) bulldozer when she was kneeling in
front of a local Palestinian’s home. Photograph by Denny Sternstein. (Source: Wikimedia Commons)

Sure you are John, and it will be a great and thorough investigation by Israel just like it was
in the cases of the dead Americans on board the USS Liberty, peace activist Rachel Corrie,
journalist Shireen Abu Akleh and, most recently, the 80 year old American citizen Omar
Abdalmajeed As’ad who was beaten to death by elements in Israel’s “most moral army in
the world” after being detained for the crime of having been walking in his West Bank
village.

Why are Joe and company such dedicated dissimulators of the truth when it comes to Israel
and all its malignant works? It is because of an entity known euphemistically as the Israel
Lobby but which I much prefer to describe more accurately as the Jewish Money In Politics
Entity (AIPAC, ADL and others) supported by the Scofield Bible Zio-Christian Crowd headed
by clowns like House Speaker Mike Johnson. I know it’s a mouthful but that is what it is.
Israel  does  not  obtain  US  uncritical  and  overwhelming  support  because  its  behavior
deserves it or because it serves American interests but rather because of all that money
judiciously applied to corrupt the government at all  levels and to buy and control  the
message of the media and entertainment industries. Professor John Mearsheimer, co-author
of 2007’s The Israel Lobby, has long claimed that “Israel’s backers will go to silence anyone
who challenges their narrative.” But according to Mearsheimer, something changed because

of October 7th:

“The big difference is that the lobby’s activities are completely out in the open today. I
think few people knew much about the lobby back then. And very few people knew
much about the lobby’s influence on American foreign policy, especially as it applies to
the Middle East.  And I  think that we helped to expose that and now more people
understand what’s going on. The lobby is now forced to operate much more out in the
open.”

Pari  passu,  all  that corruption judiciously applied is  serving to strip Americans of  their
fundamental rights, particularly freedom of speech, as it will soon by illegal to criticize either
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Jews or Israel. And don’t expect any relief coming from the national election in November if
there is a GOP victory in the form of Donald Trump and possibly Nikki Haley or some
creature like that as a Ziocon replacement part. Trump sold out on every conceivable issue
for Israel back in 2016-20 and would do it again. The Republicans have been striving to
become the new party of “Israel First” as they want to steal away all that cash and media
support from the Democrats. Senator Lindsey Graham of South Carolina has been calling for
nuking Gaza while Nikki has been in Israel signing on bombs to be dropped on the Pals with
a purple marker: “Finish Them! America [Loves] Israel.” Her urging of a foreign military
funded and armed by the US government to kill refugees living in tents after the destruction
of their homes might be considered the cruelest way to endorse mass murder, but hey,
Israel  always  comes  first  in  the  thinking  of  most  Congressmen  and  those  who  are
unfortunately  sitting  in  the  White  House.

Source
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There is also legislation in the pipeline being pushed by the Republicans opposing any
attempts by the White House to try to condition behavior by suspending weapons shipments
to good friend and ally Israel, not that Biden would really go that route. The Congress has
also been putting intense pressure on universities to clamp down on Pro-Palestinian groups
on  campus  by  claiming  they  are  antisemites  while  not  doing  the  same  vis-a-vis  the
sometimes violent supporters of  Israel,  and the universities are obliging,  canceling the
graduation of protesters or even expelling them.

Donald Trump has recently told a largely Jewish audience that he will deport any anti-Israel
protesters if he becomes president, an interesting proposal as most of those demonstrating
are native born American citizens and many of them are Jewish. He has also called on Israel
to  “finish”  what  it  is  doing  to  the  Palestinians,  clearly  meaning  that  they  should  be
exterminated  or  forced  to  emigrate,  and  has  also  told  Jewish  donors  that  today’s
atmosphere in the US is very much like “before the holocaust.” No longer the loudmouth
who called for an end to foolish wars, Trump has now in addition said that if he had been
president when the Russian intervention into Ukraine had taken place,  he would have
bombed them. Likewise for China if it were to attack Taiwan. Either move would almost
certainly start World War 3 even though neither Ukraine nor Taiwan is a vital  security
interest of the US but Trump is too stupid to know that. Secretary of State Antony Blinken is,
for his part, urging that the US release for deployment in Ukraine advanced missile systems
that would be able to strike deep into Russia. As dumb ideas go that it about as dumb as it
gets, as the Russians have already indicated that they would respond with everything they
have, meaning US military targets worldwide would be considered fair game for retaliation
possibly using nuclear weapons.

We have truly been entering into something that might be entitled the Psycho Zone if it
were to be made into a movie. War is being treated by the sociopaths in Washington, Israel
and parts of Europe as if it something to be casually entered into in one’s spare time. There
is even talk in both the US and UK as well  as in some other European capitals about
initiating active conscription at a close to war level so we freedom lovers can sock it to those
Russkies and Chinks good and proper. And as for the Palestinian trash, the Biden pontoon
bridge that cost $320 million appears to be broken but it can still be used to carry out
Netanyahu’s plan to push a bunch of screaming Ay-rabs into the Mediterranean Sea to get
rid of them for once and for all. Hopefully they can’t swim and the Chosen ones will again be
able to take possession of what was given to them by Yahweh. Or something like that.

*
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